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ABSTRACT: 

The main idea behind this project is to develop a non-instructive system which can detect 

fatigue of any person and can issue timely warnings. People who do not take regular breaks 

during a long travel can face this fatigue situation and thus can lead to accidents, according 

to some expert's studies around 25% and above accidents are due to this sleepy driving. 

Thus to avoid such accidents we proposed this project which gives timely warnings as an 

alarm sound when one is fatigue, this will  monitor the driver eyes using a camera and by 

developing an algorithm we can detect the symptoms of driver fatigue early enough to 

avoid sleeping. The camera keeps on observing the drivers eyes and thus gives warning 

alarm when a person is fatigue and automatically stops giving warning alert when the driver 

is in normal state. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The main intention behind this project is to provide a public safety measure for avoiding 

involuntary accidents and unexpected deaths. In view with some daily news, and to control 

the rate of such accidents which are being constantly happening daily. This project is 

helpful for the people who does late night driving and long driving for all the private, 

public and own transport. 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this project we wiThe main intention behind this project is to provide a public safety 

measure for avoiding involuntary accidents and unexpected deaths. 

In view with some daily news, and to control the rate of such accidents which are being 

constantly happening daily. This project is helpful for the people who does late night 

driving and long driving for all the private, public and own transport. position and scale 

within the original image. Due to the difference of facial features, haar-like feature is 

efficient for real time face detection. These can be calculated according to the difference 

of sum of pixel values within the rectangular area and during the process this algorithm 

will allow the face samples and it will discard the non-face samples of the images. 
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ARCHITECTURE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LIBRARIES USED 

 

1. Dlib(Dynamic Library): This is the library used for detecting facial landmarks of a 

persons face. This feature enables the persons face parts into co-ordinates and we take 

only the eyes coordinates. 

2. Imutils: The purpose of this library is to have a live video stream for accepting the object 

face. OpenCV: This library is used to work on real world objects, we have taken this 

library because in this we have in-built haar feature-based algorithm which only accepts 
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positive images (images of faces). Numpy: This library is used to work on multi-

dimensional objects, that means it works for manipulations on coordinates. 

    

For Eye aspect ratio we use Euclidean distance, thus the EAR value says the output. 

 

 

 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The output is generated in two ways 

1) EYE ASPECT RATIO greater than 0.25 then normal. 

2) EYE ASPECT RATIO less than 0.25 drowsiness. 

IMPLEMENTATION  

Eye Aspect Ratio: Computational an is Matching Dashboard mounted camera is used to 

monitor the eyes of the driver in real time to detect drowsiness III. DROWSINESS 

DETECTION DESIGN a camera is setup that looks for faces in the input video stream and 

monitors frames of faces. In the event that a face is identified, facial milestone 

identification is connected and the eye district is removed from the edges of the video 

stream. Fig: Practical design of the System Based on the work by Soukupova and Cech in 

the year 2016 paper, Real-Time Eye Blink Detection using Facial Landmarks, we can then 

derive an equation that reflects this relation called the eye aspect ratio  (EAR): 
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EYE ASPECT RATIO > 0.25 & EYE ASPECT RATIO < 0.25 

CONCLUSION 

Thought you may be responsible all the time but due to some involuntary conditions you may 

feel sleepy and there may be a chance of getting accidents, to avoid such things and for our self-

safety we developed this project. 

 

This project works on real world objects(humans) and gives 100% accurate results which can 

help someone who is drowsy and can help him not to meet with an accident. 

 

 
  A SPLIT OF SECOND, YOU COULD RUIN YOUR FUTURE, INJURE OR KILL OTHERS.  

 YOUR ATMOST ATTENTION IS YOURS AND OTHERS SAFETY. 
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